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Why I Believe this Book is Important
1989:
I had grown up in a conservative, Christian church. As with many communities into which
individuals are born, the Tribal Mind of this community was loving and limited. “God/
Heavenly Father” had ultimate say and Obedience was highly valued. As I grew, I adapted to
the concepts within the Church community and it wasn’t until I was 42 years old that I
recognized the limited thinking.
At 42, I began to work with concepts such as, “Change you mind, change your life” and “Your
life is a result of your thoughts” just to see if they would work. They did, in a limited fashion.
It was in 1989 that I was introduced to Spiritual Energy Healing and Chakra Balancing. As I
worked with friends and clients, I began questioning the continuing appearance of
imbalance, non-health, old traumas, etc. The standard answer of those in the field was, “We
are working to get to the core by un-peeling the onion”. The old onion layer explanation.
That was not good enough for me. It seemed too slow, too limiting.
Since 1971 I had been taught by Spiritual Teachers and Counselors from worlds beyond
Earth in my role as single mom. It was to them I turned with a new question, “Where can I
go to learn a process that will take me to the “cause” of humanity’s pain and entrapment?”
Their answer surprised me. “That is not being done on the Planet. If that is what you want to
bring forth, we are the ones who will have to teach you.”
Napoleon Hill spend 25 years researching a system for humanity to be wealthy and stable
through conversations with those who had succeeded and those who had failed. I spend the
my 25 years researching to create a system that could free humanity from their pain and
entrapment.

The “Cause”:
And what I discovered is a “moment” beyond time, beyond remembering, when a Divine
Family, whose nature was of All Good, inserted a numerical chip into portions of their life
stream in order to experience “imbalance”. This “chaos” created vulnerability within the
Family. This made them easy prey for Outside Societies with agendas to Control and Use
Others.
The qualities, intentions of what Napoleon Hill named the “Devil” are those of these
Outsiders. The best that Hill could suggest in his time was to Know this energy and Outwit it.
Because of the knowledge returned by my Spiritual Teachers, we have additional power.
The power to Discern their presence and Demand their Removal back to their Original
Home.
The goal set my those in my Spiritual network is to clear all Outsider contamination to a
state of Sacred Sovereignty. Within Sacred Sovereignty, the frequencies of All Divine
Families of Good are restored and Soul’s Purpose, Mission, Passions naturally express.

How I Recognize the “Voice”
1971:
In 1971 I was a supportive wife, a loving mother and faithful Church goer. However, I was
also very curious.
One day, a friend of my husband and his family came so that the men could talk over
“Spiritual matters”, specifically how to get reliable information from “Heavenly Father”.
Curious, I listened in on the conversation and later in the week, when the house was quiet,
children napping, husband at work, I tried it. I didn’t use the words, “finding the codes for
communicating” as Hill did. I just created quiet space, alone time, stilled my mind and ask
one question. The question had to be about my role with the children as that was the only
area in which “the Father” would speak to me.
I followed the process, asked my question, and wrote the words that came into my head as an
answer. When the words stopped flowing and I re-read them, I was amazed! They came with
a warmth, loving, deeply felt sensation and left me in tears. Needless to say, I used this
method often after that.

1999:
I had been working as a Spiritual Energy Healer/Teacher for ten years, always asking
questions of my Spiritual Teachers and Guides as we explored the deeper patterns my clients
held.
During December of 1999, I worked with a new client whose experience of “sticky fear” lead
us into the dark, fear, sticky past he shared with multitudes. This opened the door to my
Direct Experience with the Outsiders.
I did not seek them out as Napoleon Hill did. I encountered them individually or in groups as
I assisted clients in identifying and removing their parasitic attachments. I have had them
speak to me, threaten me, try to deceive me and their voice is very like Hill’s “Devil”. My
Spiritual Teachers and Guides tell me that they are one and the same.

Distinguishing “Devil”
Devil:
That which diminishes, controls or destroys Life/Good/Love

Patriarchy:
An agenda, usually attributed to those in white, male body suits, that advocates domination,
control, obedience agendas. These agendas create cultures and systems which destroys Life,
Good.

Conspiracy theories:
Those “theories” speak of the actuality of cultures, systems, forms that are coming from
hidden, secret Sources. These Sources are few and yet have formed Structures from
intentions that diminish, control, and destroy, by using Life, Good, including mind control

Outsiders:
Conscious families with agendas contrary to those of the Divine Families of Good. These
families emerged into Galactic worlds after the “chaos/imbalance” was created by one Divine
Family’s “chip”. They have no sense of concern for the Divine Families or Web of Life. They
have used whatever is necessary to invade and then control and use. The death of the host is
of no consequence to them.

The Devil as described to Hill
I have no physical body. I am negative energy. I love in the minds of people, occupy 1/2 of
every atom, unit of mental or physical energy My purpose is to control humans through their
minds.

The Devil as Christian’s describe “him”
Takes humans to Hell after death persuades humans to disobey God, causes behaviors
country to worshipping God.

Knowing, Is the “Devil” in Your Life?
1938
It was in 1938 that Napoleon Hill realized that there was more to the story in relationship to
the Think and Grow Rich system he had outlined in his book by the same name. The
question he asked was, “What is preventing individuals from using the principles in my
book, which had caused others to succeed in their life?”
He spend quiet time pushing into the unknown for the answer. This lead him to a stream of
information purportedly coming from the One Causing the failures. Hill called this
information giver, the “Devil”*.

Getting Answers
Napoleon Hill began getting answers to his questions. And then more questions came. These
are the words Hill used, “I have uncovered the secret code by which I can pick up your
thoughts…. I demand that you give me direct and truthful answers.” And Hill’s questions
become an ongoing interview which is published in the book, Outwitting the Devil.

The Devil Reveals His Methods
The “Devil” begins by saying that 98% of humanity is under “his” control. This ought to
strike you as interesting. What could we see in these 98% that would indicate this control?
Are you unwittingly one of them?
“One of my cleverest devices for mind control is fear. … The six more effective fears are the
fear of poverty, criticism, ill health, loss of love, old age and death…. fear of poverty
and death serve me most often.”
Poverty, War, Terrorism, Ill Health, serve this Energy Being that Hill named, the
“Devil”. Consider, then, WHO keeps these conditions going?
“Creating mass fear is my favorite device for mind control”. Fear of the “other”, of economic
depression, engagement in war/killing, all serve me because I can control the minds of the
masses.
“I foster non-thinking through education systems, religions, parenting methods”. “I prefer
the type of person who makes no pretense of thinking no matter what walk of life.”
Individuals who are not curious, who do not seek learning, and who take other’s idea and
opinions without questioning, remain ignorant and are easy targets.

“My greatest weapons over human beings are the habit of DRIFTING, being Distracted”.
This person permits himself to be influenced and controlled by circumstances outside of his
own mind. He does not hold steady on his own goals, plans, creations, solutions, or opinions.
The other weapon is the law of habit. A drifter creates a pattern of drifting and it becomes
automatic.
When I have the parents under my control, they expect their children to “be seen and not
heard”, “obey because I said so”, and keeping themselves and their children too busy to have
time for critical thinking, or exploring. This opens the door for drifting which becomes a
habit and becomes hardwired into the brain by the age of 5 years old.
“Drift in one direction and soon you will be drifting in all directions.”**
Another big tool that is mentioned by this “being” is keeping humanity too busy. Then they
use busyness as an excuse for not thinking, not learning, not exploring, etc.
And so, what is YOUR tendency toward Fear?
Where do you Drift?
What automatic Habits keep you trapped and limited?
Where do YOU accept other’s concepts without question or critical thinking?
Where are YOU so busy that your ability be stay focused on YOUR passions is diminished?

*Editor’s note: I recognize this type of inquiry into the unseen regions of our Life Force
because it is the same method that I used beginning in 1989 for the answer to my question,
“What is the CAUSE of humanity’s pain and entrapment?”
** Editor’s note: Drifting is a good word to describe many behaviors that take one away
from purposeful living. In his book, The War of Art: Winning the War of the Inner
Creative Battle, Steven Pressfield, calls this behavior, “Resistance”.

The “Devil” Describes “Himself”
The “Devil” Reveals?
Napoleon Hill asked for a description from this Energy Source with the question, “Describe
your physical appearance.”
“My physical appearance? … I have no physical body. I consist of negative energy and live in
the minds of people who fear me. I also occupy one-half of every atom of physical matter and
every unit of mental and physical energy….” “The other half is occupied by my opposition….
what earthbound call god.” “I am not a beast with a forked tongue and a spiked tail.”
“I have not said that I do not cause all the misery of the world. On the other hand, I boast of
it.”

How Does this Fit With What I Learned about this Force?
Although I have used different words, the agendas and behaviors are the same as those I
have named, “Outsiders”, those whose agendas is to Control and Use others. In the Earth
world, that means control and usury of the Energy Life Force of Souls of Divine Good. It is a
parasitic energy.
Those Outside societies do not usually inhabit a physical body suit, although they have taken
over bodies many times. Their agendas allow, indeed encourage, deceit, violence, greed,
discounting. Anything that weakens the hosts physically, mentally, emotionally or spiritually
is done by these forces. Once a Soul is vulnerable, they are easily “controlled”.
Hill names the energy the “Devil” as if it is a single force. I have seen that there are
thousands of societies in the Earth’s dimensions acting out their agendas among Souls in
physical body suits. They are the “cancer” that is destroying life, not humanity as the
Outsiders would have us believe.
These societies have been among humanity for eons beyond counting. We have been taught
that there is duality, Love or Fear. That is not correct. There is Love/Balance/Good. There is
Imbalance/Fear which are aspects of our Divine Life Force. THEN, the force that has been
hidden, the third frequency that escalates and manipulates through Imbalance/Fear. That
frequency is the Outsiders/Devil, whose agendas of Control and Usury destroys Life. Simply,
the frequency of GOOD (which became split with the introduction of the chaos chip to allow
fear) and EVIL (which comes from societies OUTSIDE of our Divine Families.)

Outwitting the Devil
How Does One Stay Out of the “Devil” Control?
In 1938 there was truth in what the “Devil” spoke. There was a great deal of ownership over
humanity that went back eons and began with the invasion and deceit of the Outsider, the
ones Hill named, “Devil”. In 1938 it would have been a matter of outwitting that Energy
Force. Some used meditation to stay in an energy field as a way to “outwit”, and most were
totally unaware. The Being that Napoleon Hill interviewed was clear about how to stay out of
“his” control.

Definitive, Focused
Hill puts forth some very good practices as a way to prevent the mind control the this Being
speaks of. Some of those are:
• Be Definitive
• Stay Focused
• Do not Drift
• Ask questions
• Think for yourself
• Understand the power of Fear to control
• Self-discipline
• Listening with respect to others

Love, Sex and Addiction
Misuse of Sexuality: The Greatest Generator of Negative Karma
The “Devil” has an extensive conversation about the power of Sex to entrap individuals.
What is interesting to me is that in 1996, I asked my Spiritual Teachers what what the
greatest generator of negative energy. Their reply surprised me. “It is misuse of Sexual
Energy.” that fits what Hill was told in 1938.

Sex: As Explained to me by the Ancient Ones
I went on to ask my Teachers how had Sexuality been intended. They replied that human’s
use was so far “off the mark” that at that time it would be difficult for me to comprehend.
Now I know that there were many foundational truths around gender, creations, leadership,
nurturing, etc. that had been crippled. They were right.

Love: Definitive or Entrapping
The interview process even touches on Love. It will be enlightening to understand that from
the “Devil’s” perspective, Love, as Humanity has come to think of it, befuddles and confuses.
Love is often a state of non thinking, of making decisions of the benefit of the “other”, and
can be controlled as that type of Love creates weakness.

Love: As Explained to me by the Ancient Ones
The Ancient Ones explained the need for another attempt to free our Divine Families from
the Outsider’s ownership. This need resulted in an extensive plan for this Earth Mission. A
major part of that plan was for two “genders” each with their own unique set of
responsibilities. What is important to this discussion is that the Souls that chose in incarnate
into a Female Body Suit would have their Solar Plexus (belly) as their foundation, strength
and guidance. This “belly wisdom” would have sensors to detect energies of the Outsiders at
very subtle frequency levels. The reason for this detection is that the Female Body suit held
the Sovereignty and therefore the Authority to Name the Outsider energy and Demand it’s
removal from the Divine Family’s Space. This meant that the Outsiders would be identified
and removed back to their Home of Origin.

The Souls born into the Male Body Suit were intended to have the Heart chakra as
foundation, strength and guidance.
In the very beginning, this plan was detected and the wiring within the Female Body Suit
bypassed the Solar Plexus and was wired directly to the Heart. Therefore, love, loyalty,
attachment with no ability to discern appropriateness. This is the Love that Hill’s “Devil”
speaks of.
The Male body suit was rewired to bypass the Heart and activate through the gonads.
Love, at the Level of Divine Expression is very different than what humanity has been
experiencing through the eons of time on this Planet.

Love: Within Domestic Abuse Experience
It is a puzzle to many as to why those, who are being physically, mentally and/or emotionally
abused by their partner, stay. It is part of the pattern in Domestic Violence. The percentage
of those who leave and stay out of the relationship is very low. One expert, Sandra Brown did
some research that included women in domestic violence situations. What she found
surprised her and it mirrors the crippling of women’s SolarPlexus of which I had been told
by my Spiritual Teachers.
These women formed strong loyalty bonds very quickly. They did not observe the male
behavior over time to determine if he was mature, stable, able to follow through, or to see
what aspects of Good he behaved from, or gave to her. She connected, “loved”, stood up for
the man without him proving his quality of character. Once formed, these bonds kept her
tied to him even when there was abuse.

What Has Happened Since 1938?
1999
As I mentioned earlier, in the winter of 1999 I began to understand the force that many
would call “Evil”. As I had been working with Spiritual Teachers and Guides for 28 years, I
felt no fear as I encountered those of this Energy. I simply looked them in the eye, and they
would tell my that they were “Not of Our Light”. They would well me their purpose, their
range of influence, etc. With that new knowledge, I could go to my Spiritual Teachers and
ask, “What do we do about this Energy of Control, Domination and Usury?” And step by
step, my Teacher lead the way.
Very few wanted to hear about this massive Energy Presence that was committed to the
destruction of ALL GOOD. The common thought, then as now, was that there was only Love
and Light. If something appeared as Fear, or Dangerous, it was only Love/Light out of
balance. And with that theory, all we needed to do was to bring Love and Light into the
situation for the balance to be restored. Well, these Outsiders are not governed by Light and
Love. In fact they will use those concepts to further entrap, just as Napoleon Hill was told.
What was needed was for the deeper wound that had allowed them into the Divine Life Flow
to be discovered and transformed. That became my task and the TAG System of
Transformation was the result. Authority over All Divine Worlds and Space is what Hill did
not have in 1938 and what YOU know have.

Using Authority to Remove Them Totally
So, knowing of their existence is the first step. As long as the Outsiders are hidden to
Humanity, they hold sway. Now YOU know. So, whenever you sense anything that is “off”,
you can stop, go within and Speak with Authority.
Steps:
There is Outsider energy in this space.
Outsiders have no authority here and are “NOT Acceptable”!
That Declaration calls specific Clearing Teams into your space who can identify any Outsider
influence, contain it, neutralize and remove it back to its Home of Origin.

What Do I Think?
I highly recommend the book…
Yes, it was written in another time with language that may seem a bit old fashioned, just a
bit. However, the information is critical to understanding what life has become. It also
presents some practical steps as guidance for anyone to bring their life back into their own
hands, to bring order.
I have only given an overview which I hope makes you curious. I hope that it makes you
think, to question, to wonder.
Hill used many words that I find quite powerful and the concepts in the book are ones I have
been given for clients in my Healing work.

Well worth the read! If there is one thing that humanity needs is to see below the surface and
learn who is driving their lives. Have Outwitting the Devil by Napoleon Hill on your
book shelf!

Sharon Riegie Maynard

You can find more of my work at: http://sacredgroundacademy.com

